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ABSTRACT

The mechanisms responsible for tropical cyclone (TC) intensification in the presence of moderate vertical

shear magnitudes are not well understood. To investigate how TCs intensify in spite of moderate shear, this

study employed a 96-member ensemble generated with the Advanced Hurricane Weather Research and

Forecasting (AHW) Model. In this first part, AHW ensemble forecasts for TC Katia (2011) were evaluated

whenKatia was a weak tropical storm in an environment of 12m s21 easterly shear. The 5-dayAHW forecasts

for Katia were characterized by large variability in the intensity, presenting an opportunity to compare the

underlying mechanisms between two subsets of members that predicted different intensity scenarios: in-

tensification and weakening. The key difference between these two subsets was found in the lower-

tropospheric moisture north of Katia (i.e., right-of-shear quadrant). With more water vapor in the lower

troposphere, buoyant updrafts helped to moisten the midtroposphere and enhanced the likelihood of deep

and organized convection in the subset that predicted intensification. This finding was validated with a vor-

ticity budget, which showed that deep cyclonic vortex stretching and tilting contributed to spinning up the

circulation after the midtroposphere had moistened. Sensitivity experiments, in which the initial conditions

were perturbed, also demonstrated the importance of lower-tropospheric moisture, which suggests that

moisture observations may help reduce uncertainty in forecasts of weak, sheared tropical storms.

1. Introduction

Even though vertical wind shear is typically detri-

mental for tropical cyclone (TC) development, TCs can

form and intensify within moderate ambient shear values

($5 ms21). In a climatological study of TC genesis and

deep-layer (200–850hPa) shear, Nolan and McGauley

(2012) found that 5.0–8.75 ms21 shear was more favor-

able for TC genesis than nearly zero shear. With a dif-

ferent approach, Hendricks et al. (2010) compared

composites of intensifying and weakening TCs and found

that even the intensifying TCs were surrounded by mod-

erate shear of 6–10 ms21. Several observational studies

have also documented individual TCs that intensified in

spite of moderate shear (e.g., Molinari et al. 2004, 2006;

Shelton and Molinari 2009; Montgomery et al. 2010;

Foerster et al. 2014). Despite these observations, a formal

understanding of howTCs intensify amidmoderate shear is

limited and demands further investigation.

Moderate vertical wind shear affects the convective

and kinematic structure of TCs (Corbosiero andMolinari

2002; Chen et al. 2006; Reasor et al. 2013; DeHart et al.

2014), which in turn can affect TC intensity. Previous

studies that analyzed either cloud-to-ground lightning

strikes (Corbosiero and Molinari 2002), satellite-derived

rainfall (Chen et al. 2006; Hence and Houze 2011), or

airborne Doppler radar observations (Reasor et al. 2013;

DeHart et al. 2014) consistently found that convective

activity preferentially occurs in the downshear half of

sheared TCs. Along with the asymmetrically distributed
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convection, deep low-level inflow and midlevel ascent

occurs downshear right, upper-level outflow primarily

appears downshear left, and deep descent dominates the

upshear quadrant (Reasor et al. 2013; DeHart et al.

2014). Because of this asymmetric nature of TCs in

moderate shear, it is difficult to explain TC intensity

changes on the basis of existing axisymmetric theory

(Charney and Eliassen 1964; Emanuel 1986; Van Sang

et al. 2008).

Previous studies have presented several pathways by

which vertical wind shear can halt TC intensification (e.g.,

DeMaria 1996; Riemer et al. 2010; Tang and Emanuel

2010, 2012; Ge et al. 2013). Using a two-layer model to

simulate the tilt of a TC vortex in moderate shear,

DeMaria (1996) found a negative temperature anomaly

above the low-level TC center. This temperature anom-

aly reduces the static stability above the low-level center,

thus limiting convection within the TC. Using more so-

phisticated numerical simulations, Riemer et al. (2010)

found that an effect of vertical wind shear is the reduction

of boundary layer entropy by downdrafts. The reduced-

entropy air, located left of the shear vector, suppresses

convection within the eyewall and limits TC intensifica-

tion. A similar finding was also documented by Tang and

Emanuel (2012), who demonstrated that asymmetric

fluxes of low-entropy air in the lower or midtroposphere

reduce the conversion of available potential energy to

kinetic energy in a TC. Additionally, Ge et al. (2013)

found that the presence of dry air to the right of the shear

vector can also be detrimental to TC intensity, given that

cyclonic advection of dry air limits convection within the

downshear quadrant.

The complexity of TCs and ambient shear suggests that

the interaction between small-scale convective processes

and the large-scale environment could be relevant to TC

intensification. For example, previous studies have found

that TC intensification in sheared environments can be

triggered by the formation of a new TC vortex within the

downshear convection (Molinari et al. 2004, 2006; Shelton

andMolinari 2009).Molinari et al. (2004) suggested a two-

stage intensification: first, the new vortex forms within the

downshear convection, and, second, the TC intensifies via

strong surface heat fluxes, as proposed by Emanuel

(1986). However, not all TCs that undergo a ‘‘downshear

reformation’’ continue to intensify after the new vortex

forms (Molinari et al. 2006). It is possible that different

environments or different TC structures result in different

outcomes for the intensity evolution of a TC interacting

with moderate shear.

While extensive literature exists on TCs and shear

interactions, the intensification of weak, disorganized

TCs (i.e., tropical depressions or storms) in moderate

shear has not received much attention. To this end, the

purpose of this study is to investigate the underlying

physical mechanisms behind the intensification of weak

TCs amid moderate deep-layer shear. Two cases will be

compared, since both encountered moderate shear at

their tropical storm stages: Katia (2011) and Ophelia

(2011). When Katia was a tropical storm near 108N and

308W, it encountered 12ms21 easterly shear between 200

and 850hPa (with 6ms21 shear between 600 and 850hPa;

Fig. 1). In contrast, when Ophelia was a tropical storm

near 188N and 658W, it encountered 200–850-hPa west-

erly shear [to be shown in Rios-Berrios et al. (2015,

manuscript submitted to J. Atmos. Sci., hereafter Part

II)]. These cases provide contrasting scenarios of TC in-

tensification in sheared environments, especially because

low-latitude TCs in easterly shear are more difficult to

predict than high-latitude TCs in westerly shear (Bhatia

and Nolan 2013). The evolution of Katia is studied in this

first part, while the evolution ofOphelia will be studied in

Part II.

Given that observations of weak TCs are limited in

both number and spatial coverage, this analysis will be

based upon ensemble simulations of Katia and Ophelia.

Although several challenges remain to produce accurate

TC intensity forecasts (e.g., Rappaport et al. 2009),

using a modeling perspective allows one to explore the

physical processes behind TC intensification in sheared

environments while also investigating potential sources

of uncertainty to improve TC intensity forecasts. Previous

studies have also employed the ensemble approach

(Sippel and Zhang 2008; Zhang and Sippel 2009; Sippel

and Zhang 2010; Sippel et al. 2011; Torn and Cook 2013;

Munsell et al. 2013; Zhang and Tao 2013), finding that

variability in TC intensity forecasts can result from un-

certainty in the TC kinematic and convective structure,

as well as in the large-scale environment (including the

shear magnitude). Nevertheless, none of these studies

have focused on scenarios where weak, asymmetric TCs

interact with moderate shear.

This paper is organized as follows. Details of the ex-

perimental setup and a brief synopsis of Katia are

FIG. 1. Composite hodograph from the 96-member AHW en-

semble forecasts initialized at 0000 UTC 30 Aug 2011. Dots rep-

resent area-averaged winds within a 500-km radius of Katia on

isobaric surfaces extending from 850 to 200 hPa (every 50 hPa).
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presented in sections 2 and 3, respectively. The approach

to diagnose the forecasts is discussed in section 4. Re-

sults are presented in sections 5–8, followed by the

conclusions of this first part in section 9.

2. Experimental setup

High-resolution, full physics, ensemble forecasts were

produced with the Advanced Hurricane Weather Re-

search and Forecasting (WRF) Model (AHW) (Davis

et al. 2008, 2010). TheAHWModel was run twice a day in

real time from 2009 to 2013 associated with the Hurricane

Forecast Improvement Project (HFIP; Gall et al. 2013),

and has been previously employed to investigate different

aspects of TCs (Davis et al. 2010; Torn and Davis 2012;

Galarneau and Davis 2013; Torn and Cook 2013; Brown

and Hakim 2015). Experimental setup and data assimi-

lation procedures are similar to those documented in

previous studies (e.g., Torn 2010; Cavallo et al. 2013);

therefore, only a brief summary is presented here.

The AHW ensemble prediction system was initialized

froma cycling 96-member ensembleKalman filter (EnKF)

data assimilation system. At every analysis time, the only

differences between ensemble members were small per-

turbations, consistent with analysis errors (Cavallo et al.

2013), to initial and boundary conditions. Each member

had a fixed 36-km grid spacing domain, with an additional

12-km grid spacing domain centered on any disturbance or

TC tracked by the National Hurricane Center. Observa-

tions were assimilated into both domains of all members

in 6-hourly intervals from 0000 UTC 1 August 2011 to

1800 UTC 31 October 2011. Assimilated observations in-

cluded ASOS, ACARS, ships, buoys, rawinsondes, atmo-

spheric motion vectors (Velden et al. 2005), TC position

and minimum sea level pressure (MSLP), and dropsonde

data outside a radius of 200km from theTCs (Cavallo et al.

2013). Following the assimilation, each member was ad-

vanced forward 6h with the Advanced Research WRF

(ARW)Model, version 3.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008), using

the physics parameterizations listed in Table 1. Ensemble

analyses from the cycling data assimilation were used to

initialize 5-day forecasts with an additional 4-km grid

spacing domain that followed the TC and did not

employ a cumulus parameterization scheme.

3. Synopsis of Katia (2011) and the AHW forecasts

Avila and Stewart (2013) summarized the evolution of

Katia as follows. The genesis of Katia was associated with

the interaction between an African easterly wave and ac-

companying low pressure system emerging off Africa on

27 August 2011. Convection near the system gained

organization, leading to the formation of a tropical

depression at 0600 UTC 29 August. Despite being influ-

enced by moderate-to-strong deep-layer shear of 12.5–

15ms21, the tropical depression continued intensifying until

becoming a tropical storm at 0000 UTC 30 August and a

hurricane at 0000 UTC 31 August. As Katia continued

moving westward over the eastern Atlantic, intensifica-

tion ceased, and Katia remained at ;33ms21 intensity

for 3 days. Following this period, Katia rapidly in-

tensified and reached a peak intensity of 62m s21 at

0000 UTC 6 September. After encountering cold SSTs,

Katia weakened and transitioned into a powerful extra-

tropical system on 10 September.

AHW ensemble forecasts

This study focuses on 5-day forecasts initialized at

0000 UTC 30 August 2011, when Katia was affected by

200–850-hPa easterly shear of approximately 12ms21,

as well as by 6m s21 shear between 600 and 850 hPa

(Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. 2a, the track forecasts captured

the observed motion of Katia; the observed track of

Katia fell within theAHWensemble spread duringmost

of the forecast period, except for the last 24 h. Despite

the good agreement in track forecasts, the ensemble was

characterized by large variability in MSLP forecasts

(Fig. 2b). The largest separation between ensemble mem-

bers happened after 48h, when the ensemble standard

deviation went from 3hPa at 48h to 16hPa at 126h. En-

semble forecasts initialized within 24h before and after

0000 UTC 30 August 2011 were also characterized by

remarkably large spread (not shown); thus, the forecasts

studied here are not unique. This large spread in the en-

semble forecasts provided motivation to investigate the

underlying physical processes that led to intensification in

some members but weakening or steady state in other

members. It should be noted that all ensemble members

underestimated the MSLP between 0 and 48 h, but

several members captured the intensification after 48 h.

Nonetheless, the ensemble forecasts provide valuable

TABLE 1. List of physics parameterizations used with the

ARW Model.

Parameterization Reference

Kain–Fritsch cumulus convection Kain and Fritsch (1990)

Rapid Radiative Transfer longwave

radiation

Mlawer et al. (1997)

Dudhia shortwave scheme Dudhia (1989)

WRF single-moment 6-class (WSM6)

microphysics

Hong et al. (2004)

Yonsei University (YSU) planetary

boundary layer

Hong et al. (2006)

Similarity theory land surface modela Skamarock et al. (2008)

a Includes the updated enthalpy and momentum drag formulations

described in Davis et al. (2010).
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information about the physical processes behind dif-

ferent intensity evolutions of sheared TCs.

4. AHW analysis methodology

a. Forecasts diagnoses approach

To investigate the processes leading to different in-

tensity evolutions in the AHW ensemble, two subsets of

12 members each were identified: one subset with the

members that predicted the lowest mean 0–126-hMSLP

(herein called strongmembers) and another subsetwith the

members that predicted the highest mean 0–126-h MSLP

(herein called weak members). The rest of this manu-

script will explore the differences between these two

subsets. Rather than considering individual members,

composites of these two subsets were evaluated at each

forecast time. For reference, the composite track and

intensity forecasts are shown in Fig. 2. This composite

approach has been successfully implemented in previous

observational (e.g., Rogers et al. 2013) and modeling

(e.g., Munsell et al. 2013) studies to compare intensifying

and weakening (or steady state) TCs. Using the com-

posite method in this study allows us to compare simi-

larities and differences between ensemble members,

while also permitting the results to be tested for statistical

significance.

Composite differences between strong and weak mem-

bers were tested for statistical significance at the 95%

confidence interval using a bootstrap resampling ap-

proach as follows. First, two subsets of 12 members

each were randomly drawn from the 96-member en-

semble. Second, the difference between the compos-

ites of randomly selected subsets was computed. These

two steps were repeated 10 000 times to create a dis-

tribution, which was then used to test the null hy-

pothesis that the difference between strong and weak

members was identical to the difference between two

subsets of randomly selected members. This approach

allowed for a statistical significance assessment with-

out assuming that the ensemble matched a specific

probability distribution.

FIG. 2. TheAHWensemble (a) track and (b) intensity forecasts initialized at 0000UTC30Aug

2011. The gray, red, and blue lines depict the individual ensemble members, the composite of

strong members, and the composite of weak members, respectively. National Hurricane Center

best tracks are shown with the black lines. The squares in (a) show 6-hourly storm positions.

Fig(s). 2 live 4/C
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b. Water vapor budget

Given the importance of moist convective processes

on TC intensification, a water vapor budget was con-

sidered to compare strong and weak members. The

budget was computed using the Boussinesq water vapor

equation:
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where qy is the water vapor mixing ratio, r is the dry air

density,Vh is the horizontal wind,w is the vertical velocity,

C is condensation, E is evaporation, and B is the contri-

bution from the planetary boundary layer parameteriza-

tion scheme. The first and second terms on the right-hand

side of Eq. (1) represent the horizontal and vertical water

vapor flux convergence, respectively. The third and fourth

terms combined together yield the water vapor tendency

due to the net condensation within the microphysics pa-
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where the tilde is used to denote area-averaged quan-

tities. Equation (2) helps determining the relative con-

tributions from different processes to the water vapor

change between forecast times t0 and t1.

c. Vorticity budget

A vorticity budget was also employed to evaluate the

dynamical processes behind the different intensity

changes within the AHW ensemble. In this study, the

vorticity budget is the same as in Davis and Galarneau

(2009), where an expression for the temporal change of

the circulation C was presented as follows:
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where h is the absolute vorticity, ~d is the mean di-

vergence over an area A, Vh is the storm-relative hori-

zontal wind vector, v is the vertical velocity on isobaric

coordinates, and Fr is the friction vector. Equation (3)

contains closed integrals along a box centered on the

TC; thus, n̂ is a unit vector perpendicular to the edges of

the box, dl is the differential along the perimeter of the

box, the overbar symbol represents the mean along

the edge of the box, and the prime symbol represents the

perturbation from thatmean. Partitioning the horizontal

wind components into means and perturbations from

the means conveniently separates the contributions to

the local change in circulation into the following terms

(from left to right): stretching, eddy vorticity flux, tilting,

and friction (Davis and Galarneau 2009). Similar to the

water vapor budget, Eq. (3) is integrated from t0 to t1 and

normalized by A:
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where circulation has been replaced by the area-

averaged vorticity. Equation (4) provides a convenient

tool to quantify the different contributions to intensity

changes as measured by the area-averaged vorticity.

5. Diagnoses of TC Katia forecasts

a. Comparison of environments

Since previous studies have suggested that TC in-

tensity is highly influenced by the environment (e.g.,

Gray 1968; Merrill 1988; Emanuel et al. 2004; Hendricks

et al. 2010; Torn and Cook 2013), the role of environ-

mental differences on subsequent intensity is explored

first. Area-averaged quantities were computed with the

aim of obtaining a representation of the environment

while removing most of the contributions from the TC

itself. Figure 3 shows time series of the 200–850-hPa

vertical wind shear1 and precipitable water (PW) aver-

aged within 500 km of Katia. Other environmental

quantities were considered (e.g., SST, ocean heat con-

tent, and upper-level divergence), but no statistical sig-

nificance was found.

As seen in Fig. 3, the environment of strong members

is slightly more favorable for intensification up to 72h.

Even though all composites are characterized by 12ms21

shear during the first 12h, strong members have statisti-

cally significantly smaller shear magnitude than weak

1Here, shear was calculated by first removing the rotational and

divergent components of the TC vortex using the method of

Galarneau and Davis (2013), then averaging the remaining winds

within a 500-km radius.
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members during 12–36 h (Fig. 3a). During this period,

shear values decrease as Katia moves away from the

tropical easterly jet. Shear values increase again after

48 h, when Katia approaches an upper-tropospheric

trough. Strong members have significantly greater

shear after 76 h, albeit at a time when strong members

have deepened 35 hPa more than weak members

(Fig. 2b). On the other hand, the PW shows one of the

clearest and most consistent distinctions between

the subsets (Fig. 3b). Strong members have PW ex-

ceeding 56mm, while weak members have less than

56mm between 0 and 84 h. All members see a 2–5-mm

reduction in PW as Katia moves away from the ITCZ,

but strong members move farther north than weak

members (Fig. 2a) and have less PW after 96 h.

These findings are consistent with previous studies

that compared intensifying and weakening (or steady

state) TCs (e.g., Hendricks et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2012):

weaker shear and more near-storm moisture aids in-

tensification. Nonetheless, it is intriguing that strong

members are able to intensify amid initially moderate

shear. The greater environmental moisture of strong

members could mitigate entrainment and also favor

more convective activity. Given the clear distinction in

the PW of strong and weak members, it is worth further

investigating the location and timing of moisture

differences.

b. Storm-relative moisture differences

Instead of comparing composites of the convective

evolution of both subsets, one member from each

subset is examined in order to retain the details of the

TC structure (Fig. 4). The members shown in Fig. 4

have the closest MSLP forecast to the composite of

their respective subsets, based on a root-mean-square

error test. It should be noted that the evolutions of

these two members are similar to the rest of the

members of each subset; thus, the results are repre-

sentative of each subset.

As shown in Fig. 4, convective activity related to Katia

evolves differently in the strong andweakmembers. The

6-h simulated composite reflectivity2 of both members

shows regions of active convection exceeding 50 dBZ to

the southwest of Katia, albeit more abundant in the

strongmember (Figs. 4a,b). Given the easterly shear, the

highest reflectivity is located within the downshear

quadrant of Katia. As the forecast evolves, the most

active convection rotates around Katia, focusing to the

north and west (i.e., downshear and right of shear) of

Katia by 24 h (Figs. 4c,d). A banding feature is evident

north of Katia in the strong member and persists

throughout 48 h, when the strong member has notice-

able eyewall and rainbands (Figs. 4e,f). In contrast, the

weak member is characterized by disorganized convec-

tion confined to the downshear quadrant. By this time,

the shear of the strong member has changed from east-

erly to westerly shear. The weak member also encoun-

ters westerly shear after 48 h, but this member remains

weak and disorganized throughout the forecast (not

shown). The strong member, however, becomes more

symmetric and continues intensifying beyond 48h.

Based on these different evolutions during the first

48 h, a plausible hypothesis is that the differences in the

convective evolution of strong and weakmembers could

be related to moisture. Storm-centered3 composite dif-

ferences on a latitude–longitude grid are considered to

test this hypothesis (Fig. 5). Composite differences are

normalized by the standard deviation of the full en-

semble to facilitate the comparison between different

variables at different vertical levels.

From the onset, strong members have 0.8–2.0 stan-

dard deviations (s) more PW than weak members

(Fig. 5a). The largest storm-centered differences are

not located at the center of Katia; instead, these dif-

ferences are 28–48 (approximately 200–400 km) away

FIG. 3. Time series of (a) 200–850-hPa environmental vertical wind

shear magnitude and (b) precipitable water vapor averaged within

500 km of Katia. Black, red, and blue lines depict the mean of the 96-

member ensemble, the mean of strong members, and the mean of

weak members, respectively. Dots indicate times with a statistically

significant difference between strong and weak members.

2 The 6-h forecast is shown instead of the initial conditions to allow

enough time to spin up convection in the cloud-permitting domain.
3 Fields are transformed into a storm-centered framework based

on the 850-hPa vortex center.

Fig(s). 3 live 4/C
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FIG. 4. Composite reflectivity over the lowest 3-km layer (shading; every 5 dBZ) of (left) a strong

member and (right) a weak member of the ensemble forecasts of Katia. The inset in the lower-right

corner of each panel shows the 200–850-hPa shear vector direction and magnitude. Three forecast times

are shown: (a),(b) 6; (c),(d) 24; and (e),(f) 48 h.

Fig(s). 4 live 4/C
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from the center. Since PW is a vertically integrated

quantity, moisture differences are further investigated

at individual vertical levels. The largest moisture dif-

ferences located 38–48 north of Katia at 0 h are most

prominent at 950 hPa (Fig. 5b), whereas the largest

differences located 18–28 west of Katia are most

prominent at 500 hPa (Fig. 5c). These differences

suggest there could be two different origins of more

FIG. 5. Latitude–longitude analysis of storm-centered composites relative to the 850-hPa vortex center of the ensemble forecasts of

Katia. Shown are the standardized composite differences between the mean of strong members and the mean of weakmembers (shading,

every 0.4s) of (a),(d),(g) precipitable water vapor; (b),(e),(h) 950-hPawater vapormixing ratio; and (c),(f),(i) 500-hPawater vapormixing

ratio. The ensemblemean of each quantity is shown by the black contour lines every 2 mm in (a),(d), and (g); every 1 g kg21 in (b),(e), and

(h); and every 0.5 g kg21 in (c),(f), and (i). Statistically significant differences are denoted by the stippling pattern. Three forecast times are

shown: (top) 0, (middle) 24, and (bottom) 48 h.

Fig(s). 5 live 4/C
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moisture in strong members: north of Katia at low

levels and southwest of Katia at midlevels.

As the forecast progresses, moisture differences am-

plify in magnitude and expand in spatial coverage

(Figs. 5d–f). Storm-relative composite differences at

24 h indicate more moisture in strong members north,

west, and south of Katia. There is a region of higher PW

that wraps cyclonically around Katia, originating 58
east and finishing within the center (Fig. 5d). This feature

is most evident at low levels, indicated by a greater

water vapor mixing ratio at 950 hPa (Fig. 5e). By

contrast, the largest differences at 500 hPa are located

south of Katia (Fig. 5f). Later on, the 48-h forecast

shows strong correspondence between PW differences

and 500-hPa mixing ratio differences, where there is

1.2–2.0smore water vapor in strong members (Figs. 5g–i).

With more midlevel moisture, strong members are more

likely to have sustained, deepmoist convection, as noted in

the composite reflectivity at 48h (Figs. 4e,f). Consequently,

near-storm moisture differences continue to amplify be-

yond 48h, especially at 500hPa and above (not shown).

c. Shear-relative differences

This subsection will further examine the vertical loca-

tion of moisture differences with respect to the shear

vector because of the documented effect of shear on the

distribution of convection (e.g., Corbosiero and Molinari

2002; Chen et al. 2006; DeHart et al. 2014). To this end,

the storm is decomposed into the following shear-relative

quadrants: downshear and upshear quadrants, which are

defined 6458 of the shear vector, and right-of-shear and

left-of-shear quadrants, which are defined 6458 perpen-
dicular to the shear vector. Moist static energy (MSE),

which is akin to equivalent potential temperature, is used in

the shear-relative composites, as Raymond and Sessions

(2007) demonstrated that variations inmoisture can change

the MSE and vertical mass flux profile. It should be noted

that, even though MSE also depends on temperature, the

composite differences to be discussed below are mainly

attributed to the water vapor component of MSE.

Strong members have statistically significant higher

MSE in all quadrants beginning at 0 h (Figs. 6a,d). The

largest differences (2.0s) in the lower troposphere ap-

pear in the right-of-shear quadrant, which corresponds

to the differences north of Katia in Fig. 5b. A broad

region of 2.0s MSE differences appears in the down-

shear quadrant, where strong members have greater

MSE from the surface up to 7-km height. The ensemble-

mean structure suggests that the downshear differences

are located within or close to a midlevel MSEminimum,

which hints at less potential for entrainment in strong

members. The upshear and left-of-shear quadrants are

also characterized by greater MSE, particularly above

5 km. These results suggest that strong members have

greater potential to initiate moist convection in the

lower troposphere of the right-of-shear quadrant and

enhance the convection as the parcels travel cyclonically

into the downshear and left-of-shear quadrants.

As the forecast advances, the largest MSE differences

between strong and weak members shift from the lower

troposphere to the mid- and upper troposphere. The

24-h forecast indicates that strong members have more

than 2.0s greaterMSEbetween 8- and 12-kmheight of the

downshear and left-of-shear quadrant (Figs. 6b,e). Ad-

ditionally, all quadrants show up to 1.5–2.0s greater

MSE in the midtroposphere of strong members. These

results suggest strong members could have greater and

deeper moist convection, particularly between the

downshear and left-of-shear quadrants. By 48h, this

pattern appears more uniform as strong members have

significantly greater MSE above 4km of all quadrants

(Figs. 6c,f). The largest differences (2.0–2.5s) at this

lead time are found within 100 km of the center, im-

plying less vertical gradient of MSE and more potential

for deepmoist convection within the inner core of Katia.

After 48 h, strong members continue intensifying with

greatermoisture and also develop awarm core, resulting

in greater MSE of all quadrants (not shown).

6. Role of tropospheric moisture

The storm-relative composites suggest that the location

of enhanced moisture is important for the intensification

of strong members. Some of the largest differences ini-

tially appear 200–400 km away from the TC center; thus, it

is important to understand how and why the enhanced

moisture at that location affects the inner vortex of Katia.

To investigate the relevance of the location of moisture

differences, parcel trajectories are analyzed for a repre-

sentative member of the strong subset. Approximately

170 parcels were released forward within the region of

950-hPa water vapor differences north of Katia (i.e., right

of shear). Parcel trajectories were integrated forward us-

ing the Read/Interpolate/Plot (RIP) program4 with 6-min

output from 0 to 18h.

Parcels released within the 950-hPa water vapor dif-

ferences follow a wide variety of trajectories (Fig. 7a).

Most parcels that originate within 28 (;200 km) north

circulate around Katia several times, whereas most

parcels that originate between 28 and 48 (;200–400 km)

only circulate around the western half and into the inner

18 (;100 km) of Katia. These different trajectories also

4 RIP is available online at http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/

users/docs/ripug.htm.
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result in different distributions of final pressure and final

relative humidity (RH). While the vast majority of

parcels remain between 800 and 1000hPa, more than

10% of the parcels that originate within the innermost

28 ascend into the upper troposphere (Fig. 7b).More than

50% of the parcels become near-saturated regardless of

their initial locationwith respect toKatia, but a significant

number of parcels have RH below 50% at 18h (Fig. 7c).

These low RH values are associated with parcels that

ascend into the upper troposphere, where phase changes

reduce the RH with respect to liquid water.

A comparison of the final (Fig. 7c) and initial (Fig. 7d)

RH distributions shows that most parcels go from 70%–

80% RH at 0h to 80%–100% RH at 18h, especially

those parcels that originate more than 28 away from

Katia. Enhanced moisture north of Katia, or right of

shear, is thus important, because those parcels become

near saturated as they circulate around and into Katia,

passing through the left-of-shear quadrant, where dry air

is fluxed downward into the boundary layer of sheared

TCs (Riemer et al. 2010). Moistening along the parcel

trajectories is thus hypothesized to suppress the drying

effects of convective downdrafts.

To further assess the relevance of water vapor differ-

ences, a quantitative approach is taken with the water va-

por budget from Eq. (2). This budget was calculated using

3-min output from the AHW forecasts of strong and weak

members.All termswere computedwithin a 200-km radius

because the moisture differences were most prominent at

or beyond that distance from Katia. Two periods were se-

lected for the calculation: 1) from 12 to 24h, when strong

members have more water vapor in the lower troposphere

and 2) from 36 to 48h, when strong members have more

water vapor in the midtroposphere. Results from the

budget calculations, averaged for all members in each

subset, are shown in Fig. 8. It should be noted that even

FIG. 6. Shear-relative composites of MSE normalized by cp as a function of height and radius at (a),(d) 0; (b),(e) 24; and (c),(f) 48 h.

Shown are the standardized composite differences between the mean of strong members and the mean of weak members (shading, every

0.5s). The ensemble mean (black contours; every 1K) and statistical significance (stippling) are shown as in Fig. 5.
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with 3-min output, the summation of all terms on the right-

hand side ofEq. (2) does notmatch exactly thewater vapor

change given by the left-hand side of Eq. (2). These dis-

crepancies are most certainly related to the temporal and

spatial resolution near small-scale processes in the bound-

ary layer or within convection.

During the 12–24-h period, both subsets are charac-

terized by moistening below 3.5 km and drying above

3.5 km (Fig. 8a). Strong members have smaller water

vapor changes than weak members, which results from

large cancellations between individual tendencies

(Fig. 8b). An evaluation of the individual tendencies

shows that strong members have stronger horizontal

water vapor flux convergence below 3km, weaker hor-

izontal water vapor flux divergence above 3km, stronger

vertical water vapor flux divergence below 2km, stronger

vertical water vapor flux convergence above 3.5km, and

greater condensation above 1km. These results imply that

the horizontal winds add more water vapor to the lower

troposphere of strong members, where the vertical wind

moves the water vapor up to the midtroposphere. Even

though the cancellation between terms results in smaller

water vapor changes in strong members, this subset has

more vigorous and deeper convection.

During the 36–48-h period, the summation of the

tendencies shows moistening below 1km and drying

above 1 km (Fig. 8c). However, the actual water vapor

change (solid lines in Fig. 8c) showsmostlymoistening in

strong members and drying in weak members. This

discrepancy between the summation of terms and the

actual water vapor change could be related to an over-

estimation of the net condensation term due to the

presence of vigorous convection. Evaluating the indi-

vidual tendencies shows that both subsets have less

horizontal flux divergence than during the 12–24-h period,

but strong members have greater horizontal water vapor

FIG. 7. Parcel trajectories released forward at 0 h and tracked up to the 18-h forecast of a strongmember. Colors depict

the distance (8) between the initial location of the parcels and the center of Katia. (a) The storm-relative evolution of the

parcels. Histograms of (b) 18-h pressure, (c) 18-h relative humidity, and (d) 0-h relative humidity stratified by the initial

distance from the center of Katia. Distributions are normalized by the total number of points within 18 bins.

Fig(s). 7 live 4/C
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flux convergence and vertical water vapor flux divergence

in the lowest 1.5km (Fig. 8d). Above 1.5km, strong

members have larger vertical water vapor flux convergence

and more condensation. These results indicate that strong

members are importing more water vapor in the lower

troposphere, which supports more condensation and

deeper convection near the center of Katia.

During both time periods considered, strongmembers

are characterized by greater horizontal and vertical

water vapor flux convergence within and above the

boundary layer, respectively. This pattern is indicative

of stronger or more abundant updrafts in strong mem-

bers, which is also consistent with the low pressure

and RH noted in the trajectory analysis. Since the

storm-centered composite differences indicated that

strongmembers have more low-level moisture than weak

members, it is possible that the deep updrafts result from

enhanced buoyancy. This mechanism would be consistent

with the hypothesis posed by Dolling and Barnes (2012)

that increased buoyancy, instability, and vortex stretching

aid the intensification of tropical storms. This possi-

bility is explored by evaluating the distribution of surface-

basedCAPE5 and convective6 vertical velocities between

500 and 850 hPa as proxies for buoyant convection.

Only a strong and a weak member are considered be-

cause composites would remove the details.

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of water vapor budgets during (a),(b) 12–24 and (c),(d) 36–48 h. (left) The change in water vapor (solid lines)

and the sum of all terms of the water vapor equation (dashed lines). (right) The contributions to the water vapor budget: horizontal water

vapor flux convergence (solid lines), vertical water vapor flux convergence (short-dashed lines), and the combination of evaporationminus

condensation with the boundary layer term (long-dashed lines). In all panels, the red (blue) lines represent the mean of strong (weak)

members. Notice the irregularly spaced abscissa.

5 CAPE values presented here are likely overestimated because

water loading and entrainment are not considered in the calculation.
6 Convective vertical motion implies that we only considered

grid points with cloud mixing ratio greater than 1 3 1025 g kg21.
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As illustrated in Fig. 9, the strong member has larger

CAPE only during the period of largest low-level water

vapor differences between strong and weak members.

The 24-h forecast shows regions where CAPE exceeds

2000 J kg21 north and west of Katia in the strong mem-

ber (Fig. 9a), but CAPE values of the weak member are

less than 1500 J kg21 (Fig. 9b). Alongwith higher CAPE,

the strong member also has more convective updrafts

in a banding feature north, west, and south of Katia. This

banding feature was noted before as a region of more

950-hPa water vapor in strong members. To prove that

the strong member has larger CAPE andmore updrafts

due to greater moisture in the lower troposphere,

Fig. 9c shows the CAPE obtained using the tempera-

ture from the weak member and the water vapor mix-

ing ratio from the strong member. Figures 9a and 9c are

practically similar everywhere, which demonstrates that

buoyancy differences between strong and weak mem-

bers arise from the near-surfacemoisture rather than the

temperature profile. CAPE values of both members

increase beyond 2500 J kg21 by 48h (Figs. 9d,e), when

the largest differences between strong and weak mem-

bers are no longer in the lower troposphere (cf. Figs. 5g–

i and 6c,f). Even with comparable near-surface moisture

and buoyancy, the strong member continues to have

more updrafts, while the weak member has more

downdrafts near the center of Katia.

While Fig. 9 suggests a higher occurrence of buoyancy-

driven convective updrafts (downdrafts) near Katia in

strong (weak) members, it is difficult to assess the actual

magnitude and number of updrafts and downdrafts. To

assess if and when strongmembers havemore convective

updrafts, probability distributions of 500–850-hPa layer-

averaged vertical velocity within a 200-km radius are

evaluated using hourly output from all strong and weak

members. The distributions, shown in Fig. 10, were con-

structed by counting the number of convective vertical

velocities into geometrically spaced bins and then nor-

malizing with respect to the total number of data points

used at each hour. Using this method demonstrates that

FIG. 9. CAPE (shading; every 200 J kg21) and 500–850-hPa layer-averaged vertical velocity (contour lines; 616, 632, 664, and

6128 cm s21) for (left) a strongmember, (center) a weakmember, and (right) the weakmember with the water vapormixing of the strong

member. The red (blue) contour lines represent upward (downward) motion. Two forecast times are shown: (a)–(c) 24 and (d)–(e) 48 h.
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strong members have stronger updrafts than weak

members; while the peak (14%–16% chances) of strong

members is between 8 and 16 cm s21 (Fig. 10a)

throughout the forecast, the peak (18%–20% chances)

of weak members is centered on 0 cm s21 (Fig. 10b).

Taking the difference between the two distributions il-

lustrates that strong members are more likely to have

updrafts with magnitudes greater than 4 cm s21, whereas

weak members mostly have weak updrafts and down-

drafts between 24 and 4 cm s21 (Fig. 10c). These dif-

ferences amplify over time, highlighting the relevance of

the initial lower-tropospheric moisture differences in

initiating more buoyant convection in strong members.

As strong members are able to sustain stronger up-

drafts, the latent heat released by convection is expected

to be greater and aid more deepening in this subset.

However, the latent heat is nonuniformly distributed be-

cause of the asymmetric nature of Katia. To illustrate this,

Fig. 11 shows the condensational heating partitioned into

the shear-relative quadrants and volume integrated from

the lowest to the highest model level within a 200-km

radius of Katia. The largest values of the integrated

heating, as well as the largest differences between strong

and weak members, appear first in the downshear quad-

rant (Fig. 11a). Although there is a reduction in the

downshear-integrated heating between 30 and 36h, strong

members continue to havemore latent heat release, albeit

in the left-of-shear quadrant (Fig. 11b). After 36h, the

integrated heating of strongmembers also increases in the

upshear quadrant (Fig. 11c), followed by an increase in

right-of-shear heating around 40h (Fig. 11d). These re-

sults project onto Fig. 10 as a continuous peak in con-

vective updrafts activity, because strong members have

more convection in one or more quadrants at all times.

The ability of strong members to sustain deep convection

and latent heat release could be accompanied by vortex

stretching, which will be investigated in the next section.

7. Quantification of the intensity changes

In this section, the vorticity budget is evaluated to

discern the different mechanisms aiding or inhibiting the

spinup of Katia, and to compare those mechanisms with

the results from the previous sections. Equation (4) was

evaluated for the same two periods considered for the

water vapor budget, with a 300 km3 300km box during

12–24h and a 200 km 3 200 km box during 36–48 h.

These boxes enclosed the inner-core circulation of Katia

as measured by the radius of maximum wind, which

went from 150km during 12–24 h to 100 km during

36–48h. Similar to Davis and Galarneau (2009) and

Galarneau et al. (2013), the center point of the box was

moved620km from the TC center in 4 km increments to

diminish the biasing effects of deep convective activity at

FIG. 10. Time-bins analysis of the distribution of layer-averaged vertical velocity between 500 and 850 hPa andwithin a 200-km radius of

Katia. (a),(b) The normalized likelihood of vertical velocities in each bin (shading; every 2%) corresponding to strong andweakmembers,

respectively. (c) The difference between the distributions of strong and weak members (shading; every 1%).
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the edge of the box. This method was repeated for strong

and weak members, and the results will be presented as

area-averaged means of each subset. Hourly output was

sufficient to obtain a budget that is similar in shape and

close in magnitude to the actual area-averaged vorticity

change during the two periods considered (Fig. 12).

During the 12–24 h period, the area-averaged vorticity

of strong members increases at all levels, whereas the

area-averaged vorticity of weak members only increases

between 900 and 825hPa (Fig. 12a). An evaluation of

the individual tendencies reveals that strong members

have greater vortex stretching at all levels considered

(Fig. 12b). The contribution of the vortex stretching in

the budget of strongmembers is positive up to just above

725hPa; thus, other mechanisms must be contributing to

the increased area-averaged vorticity in the midtropo-

sphere. The eddy vorticity flux of strong members is

small and negative at all levels considered, but the tilting

term of strong members is dominantly positive above

750hPa. Weak members, however, have more negative

stretching and less tilting than strongmembers, resulting

in a smaller change of area-averaged vorticity. The key

differences between the subsets are associated with the

greater number of updrafts in strong members, which

contributes to both low-level convergence of absolute

vorticity and tilting of horizontal vorticity. The tilting

term can be further interpreted as the correlation be-

tween vertical velocity and the component of horizontal

vorticity normal to the boundary of the TC. This

correlation is greatest in the downshear quadrant of

strong members, where shear-forced updrafts generate

cyclonic relative vorticity inside the box by tilting the

outward-pointing horizontal vorticity that results from

storm-scale tangential winds decreasing with height

(not shown).

Substantial changes to the area-averaged vorticity

profiles occur during the 36–48-h period: the vorticity

of strong members strengthens, but the vorticity of

weak members weakens at all levels considered (Fig.

12c). The summation of all tendencies is close to the

actual change in the area-averaged vorticity of both

members but results in a different sign in weak mem-

bers. This discrepancy is likely attributed to diffusion,

numerical errors, and the temporal resolution of the

output. Nevertheless, the summation of accumulated

tendencies is considerably smaller for weak members

than for strong members, which gives confidence on

the different contributions to the vorticity budget.

Contrary to the 12–24-h period, strong members now

have positive contributions from vortex stretching at

all levels (Fig. 12d). The eddy vorticity term contributes

a positive vorticity change between 900–700hPa but a

negative change above 700 hPa. However, tilting of

horizontal vorticity dominates the positive vorticity

change from 850 to 600hPa and above 500hPa as deep

updrafts are collocated with outward-pointing horizontal

vorticity. Weak members have a different scenario, with

weaker tilting than strong members, as well as near-zero

FIG. 11. Time series of the volume-integrated condensational heating decomposed by shear quadrants as follows:

(a) upshear, (b) downshear, (c) left of shear, and (d) right of shear. Black, red, and blue lines depict the mean of the

96-member ensemble, the mean of strong members, and the mean of weak members, respectively. Dots represent

statistically significant differences between strong and weak members at the 95% confidence interval.
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and even negative vortex stretching and eddy vorticity flux

(Fig. 12d).

The vorticity budget presented here suggests a two-

stage intensification process. During the first stage,

convergence over a shallow layer contributes to cy-

clonic vortex stretching in the lower troposphere.

Tilting of the horizontal vorticity contributes to cy-

clonic vorticity enhancement in the midtroposphere,

but it is offset by negative vortex stretching. This

process is consistent with the results of the previous

section, in which strong members had more water va-

por in the lower troposphere, which aided buoyant

convection over a shallow layer. During the second stage,

deeper and stronger updrafts contribute to cyclonic vor-

tex stretching over a deeper layer. Greater convection

downshear and left of shear results in positive tilting, thus

increasing the area-averaged vorticity even more in the

midtroposphere. This process coincides with the timing

when strong members have more moisture at mid- and

upper levels, which likely favored deeper and more vig-

orous convection. After this stage, a continuous feedback

is established between the strong surface winds, surface

fluxes, and convection such that strongmembers continue

intensifying throughout the forecast.

8. Sensitivity experiments

The previously discussed results suggest that uncer-

tainty in the analyzed lower-tropospheric moisture

contributes to uncertainty in the intensity forecasts. A

FIG. 12. Vertical profiles of vorticity budgets during (a),(b) 12–24 and (c),(d) 36–48 h. (left) The change in area-

averaged vorticity (solid lines) and the sum of all contributions to the vorticity equation (dashed lines). (right) The

individual contributions to the vorticity budgets: stretching (solid lines), eddy vorticity flux (short-dashed lines),

and the combination of tilting and friction (long-dashed lines). In all panels, red (blue) lines represent the com-

posite of strong (weak) members.
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series of sensitivity experiments was conducted to in-

vestigate the changes in the intensity forecasts corre-

sponding to perturbed initial conditions (ICs) in response

to changes in the lower-tropospheric moisture. Similar to

the methods of Torn and Hakim (2009), Torn (2010),

Torn andCook (2013), andBrown andHakim (2015), the

ICs for the 96-member ensemble were perturbed via:

xpi 5 xci 1
›xci
›J

IC

a , (5)

where xpi and xci are the ensemble of perturbed and

control ICs, respectively, of the ith state variable. The

second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) is the

perturbation to the control ICs and is given by

›xci
›J

IC

a5
cov(xci , JIC)

var(J
IC
)

a , (6)

where JIC represents the ensemble estimate of the var-

iable to be changed (herein referred to as the ICmetric),

and a represents the amplitude of the change. This

method is akin to a data assimilation, except that the

gain is given by ›xai /›JIC, and the increment is prescribed

in a. After perturbing the ICs, AHW forecasts were

integrated forward up to 72h.

The sensitivity experiments assumed that observa-

tions of the 950-hPaMSE7 north of Katia were available.

This ICmetric (950-hPaMSE) was averaged only within

grid points where the 0-h water vapor difference be-

tween strong and weak members was statistically sig-

nificant (cf. Fig. 5b). Three different experiments were

performed with this IC metric. The first experiment

(named ALL) consisted of IC perturbations to all state

variables via Eq. (5), with different a values to repre-

sent different magnitudes of MSE at 950 hPa. The

second experiment (named MOIST) consisted of IC

perturbations only to water mixing ratios, while the third

experiment (namedDRY) contained IC perturbations to

all variables, except for the water mixing ratios. The

purpose of these additional experiments was to discern if

the moisture perturbations were linked to the initial

strength of the vortex. In all experiments, a values ranged

between 21:5s and 1:5s, where s is the ensemble stan-

dard deviation of the IC metric.

Perturbing the initial conditions of all members based

on 1s amplitude results in important changes to the ICs of

the AHW ensembles. Figure 13 shows the difference be-

tween the ensemblemean of theALL experiment and the

ensemble mean of the control simulation. This figure

shows that the response to an increase of 950-hPa MSE

north of Katia by 1s results in up to 0.4 gkg21 greater

ensemble-mean 950-hPa water vapor mixing ratio than in

the control experiment (Fig. 13a). The most pronounced

differences appear north of Katia, which is consistent with

the metric selected for the experiment. Because all state

variables are perturbed in this experiment, the initial cir-

culation of Katia is also stronger in the ALL experiment

(Fig. 13b). The largest increments, between 0.8 and 1.03
1025 s21, occur right above and north of Katia.

With increased lower-tropospheric moisture and a

stronger circulation at 0 h, Katia intensifies more in the

FIG. 13. Latitude–longitude analysis of storm-centered composites relative to the 850-hPa vortex center of Katia, showing the ensemble-

mean differences between the ALL sensitivity experiment and the control simulation (shading). Black contours represent the ensemble

mean from the control simulation. (a) The 950-hPa water vapor mixing ratio at 0 h, and the 850-hPa area-averaged vorticity (scaled by 13
1025) at (b) 0 and (c) 72 h.

7MSE is used here instead of water vapor mixing ratio because

both variables yield very similar composite differences between

strong and weak members.
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ALL experiment than in the control simulation. The

72-h forecast of the sensitivity experiment portrays a

stronger circulation between 18 south and 28 north of

Katia, with the largest differences collocated within the

vortex itself (Fig. 13c). This result hints that the in-

tensification of Katia could be influenced by either the

initial near-storm moisture or the strength of the lower-

tropospheric circulation. Furthermore, the temporal

evolution of the circulation within 100 km of Katia il-

lustrates that the ALL experiment evolves from a

stronger circulation at low levels to a stronger circula-

tion throughout 10-km height after approximately

12 h (Fig. 14a). The circulation differences appear after

the sensitivity experiments have more condensational

heating (Fig. 15a), which suggests that increased low-

level moisture enhances the buoyancy-driven updrafts

that strengthen Katia via vortex stretching and tilting of

horizontal vorticity.

Perturbing only the water mixing ratios because of an

increase of 1s in the 950-hPa MSE has a similar effect as

perturbing all state variables. Figure 14b demonstrates

that the ensemble mean of the MOIST experiment also

evolves into a stronger TC by 72h. There is also greater

condensational heating in this experiment as compared to

the control, which is consistent with the aforementioned

results on the role of the lower-tropospheric moisture

(Fig. 15b). However, if only the kinematic field is per-

turbed based on the same metric and amplitude, the

ensemble-mean changes are smaller thanwhen perturbing

the water mixing ratios. As seen in Fig. 14c, the difference

in circulation between the DRY experiment and the

control is almost zero through 12h, after which time small

changes appear. The DRY experiment also has less con-

densational heating during certain periods of time (e.g., 0–

12h and 30–42h) (Fig. 15c), indicating that there is less

convection than in the control simulation even though the

ICs are perturbed to yield an initially stronger TC.

The sensitivity experiments based on the initial 950-hPa

MSE demonstrate that moisture differences between

strong and weak members arise from the near-storm mois-

ture and not from differences in the lower-tropospheric

circulation. Only one set of experiments with a pertur-

bation magnitude of 1s has been presented thus far,

but the same result holds true for different perturba-

tion magnitudes. Figure 16 summarizes the results

from all sets of experiments with different a values by

comparing the predicted and actual 72-h MSLP fore-

cast changes. Here, ‘‘predicted’’ refers to the value

given by Eq. (6) (except xci now represents the 72-h

MSLP forecast of the control) and ‘‘actual’’ refers to

the difference between the 72-h MSLP forecast from

the experiments and the 72-h MSLP forecast from the

control simulations.

Comparing the predicted and actual 72-h MSLP

forecast changes reveals some important differences

between the experiments (Fig. 16). Generally, there is

good agreement between the actual and predicted

MSLP changes in the ALL andMOIST experiments but

not a good agreement in the DRY experiments. While

the largest actual changes to the MSLP forecast are

obtained in the ALL experiments, the smallest actual

MSLP changes occur in theDRYexperiments. Since the

predicted MSLP changes are proportional to the am-

plitudes of the IC metric [cf. Eq. (6)], this result implies

that the sensitivity of ALL and MOIST experiments is

such that the larger (smaller) the perturbation to the

initial lower-tropospheric moisture, the stronger

(weaker) Katia is at 72 h. However, the actual MSLP

changes of the DRY experiments are less than half the

predicted MSLP changes, which indicates that perturb-

ing only the kinematic field has comparatively little

impact on the intensity evolution of Katia. Additional

experiments were done with different IC metrics (e.g.,

500-hPa MSE and 850-hPa circulation), but the greatest

impact on the MSLP of Katia was attained with the

950-hPa MSE and when water mixing ratios were per-

turbed. These results further support the relevance of

lower-tropospheric moisture to the right of the shear

vector in the intensification of Katia.

9. Conclusions

This study investigated the intensity changes of Katia

(2011) with a 96-member ensemble forecast from the

AHW Model. The intensity forecasts, initialized when

Katia was affected by moderate easterly shear, were

characterized by large uncertainty. Composites of two

groups of 12 members (designated as strong and weak

members) from opposite ends of the forecast spectrum

were compared to investigate the underlying mecha-

nisms behind the different intensity evolutions in an

environment characterized by moderate shear.

Comparing first the environmental conditions revealed

that, even though the initially moderate shear magnitude

decreased for all members from 0 to 18h, the shear in

strong members was significantly weaker than in weak

members from 18 to 36h. Strong members were also

characterized by significantly greater precipitable water

vapor from 0 to 84h.Other environmental diagnoses were

considered, but no consistent and statistical significance

was found.

Further diagnosis of the moisture field was performed

on a storm-centered framework to better understand

where and when water vapor differences affected the

evolution of Katia. The largest differences in moisture

were found in the lower troposphere during the first
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24 h, when strongmembers hadmore water vapor north,

or right of shear, of Katia. The location of the water

vapor differences was important, because air parcels

that originated within the area of largest differences

became near-saturated as they entered the inner circu-

lation of Katia and ascended into deep updrafts. The

increased lower-tropospheric moisture in the boundary

layer favored buoyant updrafts that increased in

FIG. 14. Height–time analysis of the area-averaged vorticity within 100-km radius of Katia.

The ensemble-mean differences between the (a) ALL, (b) MOIST, and (c) DRY experiments

and the control simulation (shading; every 0.5 3 1025 s21). Black contours represent the en-

semble mean from the control simulation (every 2.5 3 1025 s21).

Fig(s). 14 live 4/C
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magnitude and number over time. As the forecasts

evolved, strong members went from having more low-

level moisture to more midlevel moisture. Water vapor

budgets revealed that greater horizontal flux conver-

gence in the boundary layer and vertical flux conver-

gence above, as well as less horizontal water vapor flux

divergence at midlevels, aided strong members in

moistening through the midtroposphere and having

deeper latent heat release from convection.

Intensity changes of strong and weak members were

further investigated with a vorticity budget. Changes in

the area-averaged vorticity of strong members during

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, but for the condensational heating (shading every 1K day21 and black

contours every 10K day21).

Fig(s). 15 live 4/C
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12–24h were characterized by greater vortex stretching

in the lower troposphere and tilting of the horizontal

vorticity in the midtroposphere. As the midtroposphere

of strong members became more moist between 36 and

48h, deeper vortex stretching and increased tilting

added up together to increase the circulation at all

levels. This process of intensification is somewhat simi-

lar to the observational study of Dolling and Barnes

(2012), which found that increased buoyancy and vortex

stretching aided intensification of a weak storm. In the

case of Katia, cyclonic stretching was first limited to a

shallow layer, which helped to sustain the low-level

circulation until deeper cyclonic stretching took place.

The findings of this study suggest that uncertainty in

initial conditions in the moisture field have a significant

impact on the subsequent forecast uncertainty. This

result implies that observations from lower- and mid-

tropospheric moisture, especially downshear and right

of the shear, could help reduce initial conditions and

forecast uncertainty. This idea was tested with sensitiv-

ity experiments in which the initial conditions were ad-

justed in response to observations of the 950-hPa MSE.

An inverse relationship between the 950-hPa MSE and

TC intensity was found such that an observation of larger

MSE north, or right of shear, of Katia resulted in a lower

72-h MSLP forecast. Furthermore, the impact on the

MSLP forecast was nearly similar when only water vari-

ables or all state variables were adjusted, further sup-

porting the relevance of moisture certainty for intensity

forecasts of weak, sheared storms.

Last, the findings presented here are only based on the

evaluation of the AHW forecasts of Katia. To verify the

results for robustness and to compare the intensity evo-

lution in a different shear profile, Part II will present

similar analyses for the AHW forecasts of Ophelia. Fu-

ture research should compare the results of this study

with observations of sheared TCs to elucidate the validity

of the intensification processes identified here.
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